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The term "humus" is used in this article to signify that portion of 
the organic matter of the soil dissolved by ammonia after the removal 
of lime and magnesia bv washing with dilute hydrochloric acid. 

Granc-leau'sl work on the ammonia-soluble' organic matter of the 
soil is the ba~ i s  of the method of tlie Association of Official Agricultural 
Chemists2 for tlie estimation of humus. Grandeau mixed ten grams 
of soil, freed from lime and magnesia by washing with acid, with coarse 
 and ancl placed them in a small funnel, at the bottom of which were 
fragments of porcelain. This was moistened with ammonia and allowed 
to digest for several hours. The ammonia was then clisplaced with 
water and the filtrate evaporated and dried to constant weight, ignited 
ancl weighed again. ?'he loss on ignition is termed humus and the 
residue in the dish, "humus ash." 

Grandeau's methocl was U P ~ C ~  by Hilgard3 with modifications. Hil- 
garcl placecl the soil on a paper filter and covered it  with a disc of filter 
paper, then mashed it mith dilute hydrochloric acid and then with dis- 
tilled water. The soil was then extracted mith 4 per cent ammonia 
until the extract mas colorless. 

Huston and 14cRriclc4 further modified the Grandeau method and' 
their modification is substantially the official method of the Association 
of Official Acricultural Cherni~ts. In  this method 10 grams of the sam- 
ple are placed in a gnoch crucible arid extracted with 1 per cent hydro- 
cl~loric acid to remove the lime, and then washed with water to remove 
[he acid. The entire contents of the crucible are washed into a glass- 
stoppered cylinder with 500 c.c. of 4 per cent ammonium hydroxide and 
allowed to remain with occasional shaking for twenty-four hours. The 
soil is then allowed to settle twelve hours. The supernatant liquicl is 
filtered, and an aliquot evaporated, dried at 100" C., and weighed. It 
is ignitecl, and ~veighecl again. The loss on weight on ignition is termed 
humus. Consiclernble clay is brought into suspension with this method. 
This clay on ignition loses water, which causes an error in the humus 
determination. In  one soil used by the writer nearly a third of the 
sample was held in suspension after the soil had been allom~ecl to settle 

~veek. Filtration does not remove the clay and continued settling will 
not removc. it. Hecent work ( 5 ,  6, 7 and 8) has proved this method to 
he entirelv unreliable for certain soils on account of the clay present- 

Snvclerg proposecl a n1et11od which differs little6 from that of Huston 
3nd McRride. Tn this method the ?oil is treated mith successive por- 
tions of acid in a Ilask, and washed wit11 water in the same way. It is 
then treated with sncces~i~e  portions of ammonia, made up to volume, 
tnd an aliquot evaporated, dried and weighed, ignited and weighed again. 

As early as 100110 i t  was pointed out that the official method was 
unreliable on account of the clap, which lost its water of combination on 
i?ynition, which vra s thus calculated as humus. Cameron anci Rreazeale,ll 
in 1904, need the Pasteur filter to remove tlze suspended clay, although 



they dicl not propose the method as quantitative. This inethocl modified5 
has given fairly satisfactorp i.esults, but  is long a?ld tedious. 

Peter ancl Aveyitt12 proposed a correction by s~~h t rac t ing  from the 
humus 10 per cent of tlie so-callecl "humus ash." Thev admitted that 
this correction was uncertain, but  i t  is certainly better than none. Fraps 
anl l  Hamner6 have shown -that the average correction wonlcl be more 
nearly correct if placecl n t  8 per cent. 

Mooers and Hampton7 have introducefi a modification of tlie official 
method to remove the clay. "?'he anlmoniacal humus estract, contain- 
ing clay in suspension, is evaporated to clryncss over a steam bath, by 
which means the clay is Aocculafecl so that  clnring estraction with 4 per 
cent an in lon i~  i t  can be retained by an,ordinary filter paper. Two evap- 
crations are necessary, as a rule, in  order to get a clear filtrate, in which 
the humns is deter~ilined as usual." They conlparcd thcir nietliod with' 
that  of Huston and McBride, that  of Cameron ancl Breazeale, and that 
of Peter and Averitt. The r  concludecl tha t  the Eluston and McBricle 
method gave results f a r  too high. The Cameron-Breazeale method gave 
lour results, and a 14 per cent correction \\-as t l i o l l ~ l ~ t  better than 10 
per cent. The mef,liod of Mooerq anct EIanip~on is open to the objection 
that  some of the humus might he rlecomposecl by thc continuecl baking 
necessary to flocculate the clay. The method also requires ~everal  days 
to complete a determination. 

Stoddardl; precipitated the clay v i th  ai~imoniuni sulphate ancl acicl- 
ified the alk;~line soh~tion of Iiumns. I Ie  filtered tllc resulting precipi- 
tate on a gooch, evaporated, clriecl ancl weighed. Fraps ancl Ramner6 
have shown that  this method gives low resnlts, the average recovery 
being 64 pc-r. cent. Butl~elot ancl An{1rel3 fot~ncl that  one-half of the 
carbon of the soil, soluble in  dilute alkalis, was not precipitated on the 
addition of acid. 

Several comparisons of t llese metliorl 3 have beer1 pub1 ished. Allray 
et  al.%nd Leavetts find the 1\fooers 2nd FIanipton inetllocl satisfactory, 
but  i t  has been shown by Fraps and Rt1mner tha t  in many soils of the 
Southwest the metliod clocls not remove all the c1a.y. The Pasteur filter 
as used h~ the latter Failecl to give satisfactorqv results. Sonic of the 
clay mas removed, hut a 1mrt of the liumus failed to go through the 
filter. Jlooers and Hampton failed to get good resultq with the Pas- 
t eur filter . 

Tn a recent bulletinti of the Texas Experiment Station, Fraps and 
Flarnner mentioned an attempt to use electrolysis for the removal of 
the suspended .clay. It was io  ascertain if the electric current could be 
used for this purpose and to study its effect on the humus that the work 
here presentecl W ~ F  ~~nclcrtaken. 

Cushman and Hubharill4 llare F ~ I O ' ( I T ~  that feldspars, when slimed with 
water, can he removed Prom snepension b!~ means of the electric current. 
It is a well-known fact t ha t  most colloids migrate toward the anode 
upon electrolysis. Since I.lnmns is a colloidal, i t  is possible that  both 
the clay and the humus would be affected by the current. 

EFFECT O F  ELECTROLYSIS ON THE CLAY. 

Six soils high in clay and low i n  humus were selected. The solutions 
of humus were prepared according to the method of the Association of 



Official Agricultural Chemists. Ilowever, instead of filtering, the solu- 
tions were decanted, allowed to settle a week and then decanted again. 
They were shaken tho~oughlp before each aliquot was removed. The 
following four methods were tested on these solutions: 

(a) Humas and ash were determined in 100 cubic centimeters by 
evaporation, drying to constant weight ancl subsequent ignition. 

(b) Hum1.1~ and ash were determined in 100 c.c. according to the 
method of llooers ancl Hnmpton. the solution being twice evaporated 
to dqness, ancl tidcen 11p in 4 per cent ammonia, filtered, evaporated, 
dried, weighed, ignited and weighed again. 

(c) 13umus ancl ash were determined by the electrolytic method 
adopted after a number of preliminary experiments to st.11dy the condi- 
tions ~vhich shoultl prevail in this work. One hundred and thirty-five 
cubic centimeters were placed in an electrol~tic cell and a current of .05 
zmperes (2s volts) was passed for sixteen hours. The solution was 
clecantecl through a filter into a dry flask and 100 c.c. taken for deter- - 
mination of h~unus axc1 ash by direct evaporation and ignition. 

The electrolytic cell used was a 200 c.c. cylinder. The electrodes 
were platinum and were attached to platinum wires sealed in glass tubes. 
The tubes were supported by means of a perforated tin plate which cov- 
ered the top of the cylinder ancl the electrodes were adjusted by means 
of sections of rrlhber tubing fitting the glass tubes above the plate. The 
anode. was placed at the bottom of the cylinder and the current was 
regulated hy moving the cathode, no resistance box being necessary. 
After sixteen hours the clay was found in a kompact mass around the 
anocle and the solutions were in all cases clear and nearly colorless, 
showing that the humus mrns precipit.a-ted to  a considerable extent, or 
else osidlzecl. When the 11ppc.r electrode was made the anode, the pre- 
cipitation was not complete. On four of the determinations corrections 
were made for volatile ancl nonvolatile solids found in the ammonia used. 

(cl) The clay in 300 c.c. was flocculated with 0.3 gram and 0.6 gram 
ammonium cl~loride nncl an alicluot subjected to electrolysis as described 
above, another aliquot F,eing nqecl for the determination of clay by direct 
evaporation and ignition. 

Res~lts.--~l'lie results hv these n~ethoils as regards ash are shown in 
Table 1. A v ~ r y  larye a&ount oC clay remaingcl in suspension in the 
case of soil Yo. 823. I'his amount of clap would lead to a serious error 
if the oflicial method (a) we]-e used to determine humus. A large part 
of the clap wac: removccl by the method of Mooers and Hampton. I n  
only two case$, howwer, was i t  rerluced to l e ~ s  than 1 per cent. 

Electrolysis removed Inore suspenclerl clay than the Blooers and Hamp- 
ton methocl. The results, with one exception (823) are fairly uniform and 
average less than half t:lose of the Nooers ancl Hampton mekhod. Elec- 
trolysis following the partial remoral of clay by ammonium chloride, i n  1 
the proportion of 1 gram per liter, removed some clay but was not as 
effective as elrctrol~~sis in the absence of this salt. . 1 

When the clay was first precipitated with 2 grams of ammonium 
I 

chloricle per liter, there was no clay removed by subsequent electrolysis. 
The amount of humus "ash" left by these two methods is greater than 
hy electrolysis alone. It appears that the current is a more efficient pre- 



cipitant for slay than 1 gram per liter of ainmonium chloride, but less 
efficient than 2 grams ammonium chloride per liter. 

Cushman and Bubbardl4 have ahown that feldspers in suspension in 
water are decomposed by the electric current. It is probable that a 
portion of th.e ash remaining after ignition consists of substances other 
than clay. 

TABLE NO. 1. ~ 
PERCENTAGE OF HUMUS ASH IN SOILS, ESTIMATED BY DIFFERENT METHODS. I 

Kesults on Humus.--The r?~zm~zs determinations made as already de- , 
scribed are presented in Table 2. The results by the Mooers and Hamp- 
ton method average one-half of those of the A. 0. A. C. method. This 
is probably due to the water lost on ignition of the clay. This is in 
accord with the work of others (5, G ,  n7 and 8), .who have shown that ~ 
the official methocl is unreliable when the solutions contain much sus- 
pended clay. Soil 823 contains very little humus (0.86 per cent) but 
gives 5.65 per cent by the A. 0. A. C. method, which shows that "'- 
method is misleading for such soils. 

. ?"he nlooers ancI Hampton method does not remove the clay WUI- 

pletelr. When the results are corrected for water in the clay by the 
Peter and Averiti- method, they are considerably lower in some cases 
and average about one-tenth of 1 per cent lesst on account of the clay 
.present. 

The humus left after removal of the clay by electrolysis was appar- 
ently higher tlmn before. But i t  mas evident to the eye that humus 
had been precipitated to some extent or else o>;iclixed, for t h e  solutions 
mere nearly colorless, i n  most cases. An examination showed that 
nit.rates wer? present after electrolysis, though absent from the original 
solntions. Apparently the .current had produced nitric nitrogen. 
Nitrates mere determined colorimctrically by the phenolsulphuric acid 
method, a blank on the original solution being run with each deterr 
tion 2nd the re,cult,e are given in the tabde. 

When the nitrogen in nitrates is calcnli~ted as ammonium nitrate 
subtracted from the apparent humus found after electrolysis, the hi 
in solution is found to he less in all cases than the humus by the MI 
and Hampton. met.hoci. On an average, 0.34 per cent humus d 
peared from the solution in electrolysis, either by precipitation c 
electrolysis. 
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, Cushnlan and Hubb~ril, as mentioned on a preceding page, have 
shown that l ~ o t ~ s s i ~ ~ r n  hyclroxide is formed when feldspars are decorn- 
posed by the electric current. Hence it is possible that there is some 
pota~sinm nitrate in the alkaline humus solutions after electrolysis, but 
most of the nitric nitrogen rn~lst be combined with ammonia. 

TABLE NO. 2. 
PERCENTAGE O F  HUMUS E3TIMATED BY D I F F E R E N T  METHODS. 

EFFECT OF ELECTROLYSIS ON THE HUNUS. 
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The abject of this work was to study the effect of electrolysis upon 
the organic matter in solution. Six soils were selected which gave solu- 

. 

tions higher in humus and lo.wcr in clay than the soils used in the work 
j l l ~ t  described. The humus  solution^ were prepared as previously de- 
scribed. TTumus was determined by the methods following ; 

(a) The humus was cleterminecl in 100 c.c. by the method of Mooers 

Kind of Soil. 

Travis gravelly loam ............................ 
Orangeburg fine sandy loam ................ 
Cameron clay ......................................... 
Orangeburg clay ............................... 
L u f k ~ n  clay ............................................. 1.47 1.36 1.56 0.15 0.86 0.70 
Houston clay .......................................... 

and ~ a r n ~ t o n  (evaporation and solution). 
(b) Hurrlus by electrolysis. Three liundred cubic centimeters were 

treated with 2 grams per liter of ammonium chloride and allowed to 
stand over night. The clay mas then filtered off. One hundred cubic 
centimeters mere then diluted to 200 c.c. with water and the current 
passed through as described oil a preceding page. The precipitated 
humus was filtered on :L goocll crucible, washed with 1 per cent hydro- 
chloric aci! and dried to constant weight at 100" C. 

(c) Humus by precipitation with acid. One hundred cubic centi- 
meters of the solution freed from clay as described in (b) were acidified 
with hydrochloric acid, filtered on a gooch, washed with 1 per cent 
hydrochloric acid, and dried to constant weight a t  100" C. 

R S S I C ~ ~ S  of thc Work. --The results are shown in Table 3. The "ash" 
remaining in the solution purified by the Mooers and Hampton method 
mas considerable, and the correctea liumus ranges from 0.05 per cent 

Average ...................................... 

to 0.17 per cent iess than the uncorrected humnsr 
The humus precipitated by acid was less in all cases than the cor- 

rected humus by the evaporation and solution method and .  averages 
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~ l f  of it. There appear to be any relation between the 
mlxs and the hun ipitated by acid. 

l l l e  ~lumus by electrolpDIE valles fronl 0.10 per cent to 0.21 per cent 
a nd  averages 0.18 per cent. This is about one-fifth of the humus pre- 
cipitated by acid, and one-tenth of the total humus. I n  this case also 
there appears to be no relation between the amount as determined by 
the diflerent methods. 

The current alone precipitated twice as much humus as when ammo- 
nium chloride was present. (See Table 1.) I n  the latter case the solu- 
tions were only slightly lighter and the cathode- was blackened by some 
substance which could only be removed by burning. Ammonium sul- 
phate, ammonium nitrate and sodium chloride were used to precipitate 
the clay before electrolysis, but they also interfered with the precipita- 
tion of the l iumn~ by the current. The current was increased but the 
amonnt of humus precipitated did not appear to be greater and the 
solution remained darlr colored. It appears that salts interfere with 
the precipitation of the humus by electrolysis. 
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941 Houst,on loam ............................ 

1121 Hagensport loam.. .................... 
Average.. ........................ 

Mooers 'and Hampton Method (evaporation 2 I and solution 2 times.) . I b e  
a 

1 Ash. 1 Humus. I 10 ~ e r  cent 

EFFECT IN NEUTR4Td SOLUTION. 

One hundred cnbie centimeters of humus solution mere evaporated in 
a 150 c.c. Jena beaker to a volume of about 25 c.c. and made up to 
100 C.C. with water. The current was then passed as already describecl. 
'J'he humus and clap \Irere precipitated almost completely as before. 
Only a trace of nitrates (0.3 mg. per 100 c.c.) was found after elec- 
trolysis, show-ing that the nitric n i t ro~en  produced is principally from 
the free ammonia. When it mas found that the humus was precipi- 
tated with the clap, the work on neutral solutions were discontinued 
after the following experiment had heen made. One hundred cubic 
centimeters were evaporated to 25 c.c. and placed inside of a diffusion 
shell of parchment. (C. S. RT SchuII.) The shell was placed in a 
beaker of water, the cathode of the electrolytic apparatus was placed 
inside the shell and the anode outside. A current of .05 amperes (28 
volts) was passed for sixteen honrs. The humus collected on the walls 
of the cell, and the water outside the shell remained colorless. 
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AN IMPROVEMENT IN THE METHOD FOR 
ESTIMATING HUMUS IN SOIT 

As shown in the preceding article, the chief difficulty with the present 
method for the estjmaticn of humus is the presence of clay, which loses 
water by ignition and thereby increases the apparent quantity of organic 
matter which is nresent. 

It is well known that salt9 can coagulate clay and throw it out of 1 
suspension. Fraps and Hamner used non-volatile salts to precipitate , 
the clap, but call attention to the fact that the salt used might be de 
.composed or otherwise lost on ignition. It occurred to the writer that 
if a salt could be found that volatilized below 100" C., its use would over- 
come this difficulty. Aninionium carbonate decomposes at 85 " C., and 
was accordinglv tested. 

Experimcntn1.--Twelve soils, some low and some high in humus, were 
compared hy means of the methods described below. The solutions 1 

were prepared by the A. 0. A. C. method referred to in the previous 
article. 

1. H~unus  and ash were determined in 100 c.c. prescribed i 
official method. 

2. One hundred c.c. were evaporated two times and taken up 
4 per cent ammonia as in t l ~ e  method of- Mooers and Hampton, 
orated, and condpleted as usual. 

3. Carbon dioxide, obtained by heating sodium bicarbonatc 
washed with water, was passed through 130 c.c. of the humus in 
stoppered 200 c . ~ .  cj-linders for five minutes. The solutions we 
lowed to settle over night and decanted through a filter, 100 c.c. 
and the determination completed as usnal. 

4. Carbon dioxide was passed through 100 c.c., as above desc 
for 3.5 minutes, the clay allowed to settle over night and the so 
decanted through a filter. The clay was then washed five tim 
deca,ntation with successjve portions (20 c.c. each) of 4 per cen 
monia containing 10 grams ammonium carbonate per liter. 

5.  Ammonium carbonate (tested purity) at the rate of 5 gran 
liter was added to the solutions, the precipitate allowed to settlt 
night, the clear supernatant liquid decanted through a filter, a1 
aliquot taken for analysis as described in the official method. 

6. One ? i ~ n d r ~ d  c.c. of the clay was precipitated with ammc 
carbonate as in 5, and mashed with am~noniacal ammonium car1 
solution as in 4. The solutions by the carbonate methods were 
cases perfectly clear. I n  all but two cases the Mooers and Hampton 
tions were not clear. 

The ammonium carbonate nsed was Eimer and Amend "tested pl 
and ~vas tc~terl LIP fo l lon~~:  One gr;lm was placed on a tared 
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LIPBOPEMENT I N  METEOD FOR ESTIMATING HUI\CUS I N  SOIL 

glass and kept in a stezm oven at  100" C., for three hours. The resi- 
due was unweighable. 

All dete-r.minations were made on the same solutions. The time of 
drying of the humus in all cases was three hours, as numerous tests by 
us and by others in. this laboratory showed that length of time to be 
quite sufficient. 

Besuits of the TVor7c.-The results are shown in Table 1. The ('hu- 
mus" by the official method1 varied from 0.86 per cent (soil 993) to 
6.20 per cent (soil 947). The "ash" by the official method varied from 
3.97 per cent (soil 993) to 33.4-5 per cent (soil 823) and averaged for 
the tvelve soils 10.20 per cent. 

The humus by Mooers and Han~pton's method2 varied from 0.58 to  
5.77 per cent with an average of 1.69 per cent, about one-half of the 
A. 0. A. C. average for humus. The "ash" by this method varies from 
0.35 per cent (soil 893) to 3.94 per cent (soil 947) and averaged 1.37 
per cent, about one-half of the average for ash by method I .  
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When carbon dioxide was used to precipitate the clay, without subse- 
quent washing (methocl 3) ,  the per cent of humus obtained was less 
than b~ the Mooers and Ifampton method. The average for the six 
soils mas 0.90 per cent, while for the IlIooers and Hampton method, the 
average on the same soils was 1.12 per cent. Considerably more ash, 
homeve~., was present when the latter method was nsed. 

The humus by carbon diosicle and vashing (nieth~cl 4) averaged 0.9T 
per cent: only slightly higher than the result by ctirbon dioxide alone. 
The ash, however, was almost do~ ib l~d  (average 0.60 per cent), shorving 
that some clay was carrier1 through the filter by the mashing. 

Humus by alnlnonium carbonate alone (method 5 )  avel.agecl 0.94 
per cent for the six soils on which carbon dioxide was use. 'I'lle "ash" 
averaged 0.36 per cent. The averages for the twelve soils were, llnmus 
1. k4 per cent and as11 0.45 per cent. The humus was less than by the 
Jlooers and Hampton results hy 0.25 per cent ai~cl the ash --as one- 
third a5 much. 

The results bv anllnonium carbonate ancl washing (method 6) at-erage 
near17 the Pame as tvith carbon clioxicle and mashing, being 1.02 nor 

imus and 0.65 for ash. 

TABLE NO. 5 .  

PERCENTAGE OF HUMUS I N  SOILS ESTIMATED BY DIFFERENT $IETHODS AND 
CORRECTED FOR WATER I N  T H E  ASH. 
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method enormously in  some camp. "Humus" in soil 823 was reduced 
from 5 per cent to 1.65 per cent; with soil 114 the diff'erence is almost 
as great, the hnnlus being reduced From 3.35 per cent to 1.41 per cent. 

?'he Mooers End Hampton results were also reduced considerably by 
correction, averaging 0.14 per cent less. MJhen the results by ammonium 
carbonate were corrected they were only slightly lower (0.05 and 0.06 
per cent) than before. It is doulrJtf~11 if a correction should properly 
be made here because this ash is practically free from clay. 

'I'he average after correction is 1.75 (A. 0. A. C.), and 1.55 (Blooers 
and Hampton) and 1.39 (armonium carbonate). The results by the 
ammonium carbonate m-ethod were lower in all cases than by the Mooers 
and Hampton method and the corrected results average 0.16 per cent 
less. The corrections applied are purely arbitrary and represent aver- 
ages. -Frapa and Hamner have shown that the amount of water in the 
clay varies from S per cent to 20 per cent. These differences are not 

11 
great and would possibly disappear if the evaporation and solution 
(Mooers and Hampton method) ~vefe continued until the clay were 

i/ entirely removed. But the evaporations take considerable time and the 
11 ammonia is liable to absorb acid fumes from the laboratory. I n  -'" 

ii tion, the continued baking is liable to oxidize or .decompose some 
constituents of the humus. 

11 
I There is possibility of precipitation of some of the humus, 
II clay precipitated hy ammonium sulphate, Eraps and Hamner tound 
I carbon in varying amounts, a portion of which must be in organic ccm- 
I 

I) 
bination. At the same time the clay by the Mooers and Hampton 

I methocl conteins humus. If enough alnmocia is used to get all the 
humus, most of the clay comes with it, 2nd vice versa. 

SUBEMARY AND COKCLOSIONS. 

1. Electrolysis removed most of the suspended clay from 1 
solutions and precipitated some of the humus. 

2. Electrolysis removed more clay than the Mooers and Ra- 
method. 

3. Electrolysis precipitated more clay than 1 gram per liter c 
nlonium chloride; but less than 2 g ~ a m s  per liter of the salt. 

4. After precipitating the clay with 1 gram per liter of amml 
chloride, the current used did not complete the precipitation of tht 
The presence of the salts interfere with the precipitation. 

5. Nitric nitrogen was foriiied by the current in the presence ( 

ammonia. 
6. Only a $mall amount of humus was precipitated bv the c 

i? the presence of 1 gram per liter of ammonium chloride, muc 
illan by hydrochloric acid. I n  the absence of ammonium cE;,, 
about a third of the hul~ius was precipitated. 

7. All of the humus was not precipitated hv hydrochloric acid. 
8. TTumus and clay are precipitated from neutral solution by 

current. 
9. The electrolysis can not be used as a quantitative method for 

removal of clay or of estimation of humus. 

oniurn 
clay. 

)f free 

nrrent 
4.1 less 
hlnvirlo 



lion of Hunzus. 

>lay in humus solutions may be precipitated by ammonium car- 
v v l r a c c  or carbon dioxide, and the precipitant disappears on evaporating 
and drying the residue. 

2. Evaporation ancl solution does not remove the clay completely. 
3. l'recipitation of the clay with ammonium carbonate is more 

nearly complete than by ev'aporation and solution, and is a much shorter 
method. 
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